to form a library for the use of the Cabinet, and asked me to A week-end
design a book plate, I used the entrance to No. 10 as a fitting M
subject.	Kipling
It was in the Cabinet Room, with its long table covered with green baize, that Mr Baldwin sat to me. During one of the sittings I was hazily aware of a band playing outside. Then I saw that Mr Baldwin had half risen from his chair and it dawned on me that the National Anthem was being played, when I, too, dropping about me pencils, chalk and rulers, half stood up, What a subject for Max! 'Peculiar position of Prime Minister and artist in the Cabinet Room at Downing Street!'
After I had made my drawing of Mr Baldwin, Rudyard Kipling asked me down for a week-end, At the Athenaeum I found Kipling sometimes genial, at other times somewhat stiff; here at home he was easy and companionable. He was so obviously happy at Batemans, with its attractive garden, fishponds and pleasant meadows. Only what would become of it all, he asked, when he was gone? Probably it would be sold to some speculative builder. At which I wondered, thinking him rich enough to ensure its future. Among other treasures, he showed me a number of his father's sketch books and portfolios, full of skilful studies of peasants, craftsmen at their work, beggars and fakirs, temples and street scenes, more interesting, I thought, than the fanciful illustrations made for his son's books. Surely some of these should be reproduced and published; but no, Kipling was unwilling they should be seen. Yet Kipling was devoted to his father and my praise of the drawings pleased him. Still, seeing that he did not hesitate to publish his own works, I could not see any immodesty in reproducing some of his father's. Kipling's was a difficult nature to understand, On subjects apart from politics he was illuminating and open-minded; but touch on anything connected with the Liberal outlook, or with Socialism, and he barked. Bernard Shaw was anathema to him. But his own family, through Burne-Jones and his wife, had Socialist sympathies, and what of 101

